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An easy-to-teach, straight forward string method from three renowned pedagogues. A unique

letter-note style of music notation is utilized which ensures a smooth transition from rote to note

reading. Students are quickly introduced to ensemble playing and play a wide variety of fun-to play

melodies, keys and modes. Strictly Strings features a carefully prepared lesson sequence which

develops all players' abilities equally.
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My daughter is using this for her music class and making steady progress. I have also been trailing

behind her using it to teach myself. My daughter is doing great since she also has a teacher to help

work her through it. However, I notice that when I use it to try to teach myself, I have trouble. There

are a lot of images instructing what to do, which is great, but more written explanation would be

helpful as I am frequently confused and it takes me a bit to figure things out or I have to ask my

daughter what her teacher told her. So I knocked off one star for the fact that the instructions are not

as effective without an instructor to help you.

I'm a cello student and I really like this book a lot. I tried to read ahead though, and it doesn't really

explain things well enough for a novice. With my instructor and the lessons, the book is perfect. I

recommed the CD's that go along with it... they are sold separately.



We purchased this beginner's cello book for our 9 year old at the request of his instructor. The book

is easy to understand and has been helpful for instruction purposes. They did leave out a few parts

of the cello structure, but they hit the main ones. We recommend the book as a good starter.
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